ListTrac provides online activity reporting for real estate brokers and agents offering unbiased,
actionable marketing intelligence in one place to help guide listing campaigns. Brokers, agents,
and MLS executives can keep a pulse on the performance of their listings with metrics including
listing views, leads, shares, and favorites captured from major portals, broker sites, and MLS
systems while keeping sellers informed with a weekly report showing how their listing is
performing online.
Access ListTrac from the FGCMLS dashboard, as seen here.

Brokers can view ListTrac metrics for the entire brokerage or each agent. Agents may view
ListTrac metrics for their listings only.

Example ListTrac Dashboard – Scroll down the page to view each metric

From the ListTrac dashboard, the following metrics are accessible:

Views: The total number of times your listings were viewed for the selected time. A view is
only counted when a user views the detail page of a listing. Views include metrics obtained
from FGCMLS, Zillow, IDX data, Realtor.com, Homes.com, and other real estate syndication
sites. Use the Chart-List/Export button to view detailed information and export the data into
a .csv file (compatible with Excel).

Inquiries: Displays how often potential buyers are requesting information on your listings.
Inquiries are the number of times the inquiries went to the listing or co-listing agent. Use the
Chart-List/Export button to view detailed information and export the data into a .csv file.

Visitors: Displays how your listing views trend over time. (Hover over data points on the graph
for detailed information on specific dates.) This is especially helpful when viewing metrics for
individual listings in the Listing Stats section, as you can see if price changes - depicted by a
vertical red line – had any impact on the number of views your listing received.

Markets: Displays a heat map showing the location of those who viewed your listings during
the selected time. A higher concentration of people viewing your listings in a given area is
represented by red tones. Zoom in/out for more details. Clicking the Map/List button will
switch between a map view and a list view of the zip codes with the most views for your
listings.

Saved Listings: Displays how many times your listings were saved as a favorite on different
websites. Use the Chart-List/Export button to view detailed information and export the data into
a .csv file.

Performance: Displays the number of views for your 10 most popular listings. Click on the
address to view additional metrics related to that listing.

Shares: Displays the total number of times your listings are being emailed or shared on social
media sites. Use the Chart-List/Export button to view detailed information and export the data
into a .csv file.

Most Popular: Identify which listings are receiving the highest number of views or leads over
the last 30days. View the metric based upon the price range, number of bedrooms, or property
type.

A detailed explanation of the metrics is available by clicking on the
information bubble next to the metric title in each widget.

You may modify the timeframe for each metric by clicking the
green ‘month’ button in the top left corner of each metric widget.

On the top right corner of the ListTrac dashboard, you will see your name, as pictured below.

Click on the arrow next to your name. Then, select My Account.

Add your preferred email address, cell phone, profile picture, and check the Weekly Activity
Report box to receive a weekly overview of where & how your listings are being viewed online.
Click Save.

Listings: From the Listings menu option on the left side of the page, see an overview of each
of your listings, including listing status.

Listing Stats: From the Listing Stats menu option, you may view your listings metrics by
address.
Scroll down the page to see detailed information for each address including, Views, Visitors,
Markets, Similar Homes, Inquiries, Favorites, and Shares.

Similar Homes compares traffic on your listing to traffic on similar homes to help you
understand how your listing is performing compared to nearby competing listings.
Hover over the similar homes addresses to see the exact number of views for the selected time.

Additionally, from this page, you may send a Sellers Report to your sellers. The Sellers
Report highlights your marketing expertise and includes quick facts around the online activity
for their property and an option to drill into ListTrac’s dynamic reporting for a full suite of
metrics. The report is a ‘must-have’ weekly communication for successful agents.
You may preview the Sellers Report before sending it by clicking the green button, highlighted
in the screenshot below. Click the blue button to so enter your sellers’ information and send the
report.

After clicking the blue ‘Send a report to the seller’ button, a new window will open as seen
below. Enter the information and click submit. The report will be sent automatically every
week.

Seller Report History: From the Seller Report History menu option you have access to all of
the reports you’ve sent to your clients.

